
COVID Q&A

We here at Warren Willis Camp and Conference Center take the health and
safety of our campers, retreat goers, volunteers and staff very seriously.

Below you will find the answer to many of the questions you might have in
regards to our COVID policies and procedures.

1. Will churches share spaces in bunkhouses or will the long rooms be sectioned
off to allow more separation?

Because we have added advanced air purifying systems in all our sleeping
spaces, churches will share sleeping spaces unless they specifically ask to be
housed separately. Due to the FLUMC Child Protection Policy, we will not be
closing off sleeping spaces to ensure we have 2+ adults in all areas.
As for other gathering spaces, when anyone is inside, masks will be required,
and chairs will be properly distanced.

2. When/where will masks be required and/or suggested?
Masks are required in all indoor spaces, unless actively eating or drinking. Masks
are not required outside. In the Dining Hall masks are required when moving
around to get drinks, salad, etc. We encourage all group leaders to bring extra
masks for students/participants.

3. What are the enhanced protocols for cleaning the camp?
Every space is thoroughly cleaned between each group. We have additional
hand sanitizing stations around the lodge and when entering the dining hall. High
touch surfaces will be sanitized often.

4. Will there be a temperature check at registration?
Yes, during registration of programs put on by Warren Willis we will be taking
temperatures. We will ask anyone running a fever above 100.2 to be sent home.
We are also asking that all participants provide a signed COVID waiver, in
addition to the regular retreat waiver. This second waiver can be found on all
program pages on the right hand side, under Resources, titled “COVID retreat
waiver”.


